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Abstract：In this article the UDF script file in the Fluent software was rewritten as the‘‘connecting file”for the Fluent and the

ANSYS／ABAQUS in order that the joined file can be used to do aero-elastic computations．In this way the fluid field is computed by

solving the Navier-Stokes equations and the structure movement is integrated by the dynamics directly．An analysis of the computed

results shows that this coupled method designed for simulating aero-elastic systems is workable and can be used for the other

fluid-structure interaction problems．
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1．Introduction

Aero／hydro．elasticity problems arise in structures

in air flows or water flows L1州．Such problems would

be serious when the structure is thin．the stiffness is

low and mutually coupled vibration is induced．which

might cause structure damage．The aero-vehicle

structure design looks for the light weight and it

makes the fluttering problem more serious．

In the coupling systeⅡL the fluid and the solid

obey their own equations ljJ-Only the movement and

stresses must be matched at their interfaces at any

time．It is a very tough job for the airplane designer to

derive and solve the equations which take the fluid

part and the solid part as a whole．In order to solve the

fluid—solid coupling problem，people used to assume

tremendous simplifications，i．e—to assume⋯the

interface position is fixed，fluid is inviscous，etc．[41

In recent decades，perfect commercial codes for

fluid mechanics and solid mechanics ale available

which call solve very complicate engmeenng

problems．The progress in CAD code development
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offers unified standard data form which js accepted by

both fluid mechanics and solid mechanics．In such

case，people can run the CFD and CSD code

simultaneously and exchange numerical data on the

interfaces in order to understand the coupling effect I川．

Fluid．Structure Interaction loj(often referred to as

FSI)，is where fluid flow exerts pressure on a solid

structure causing it to defoITII such that it perturbs the

initial fluid flow．Aeroelastic analysis is one special
kind of FSI problems，of which the interaction only

performs on the interface of the fluid and structure，

and there is remarkable relative motion．In aeroelastic

instability，fluRering，which requires the most

attention，usually results in catastrophic disaster to

structures．One of the difficulties of the study on this

phenomenon lies in iIs multi·pattems．In traditional

methods，assumptions and approximations arc usually

applied．Now，however，due to the development of

large·scale computers and the application of mature

commercial software．it is possible to apply fe：wer or

even no assumptions．which has been attempted in this

work with the help of mature commercial software．In

this article， a loosely—coupled Computational
Aeroelastic Simulation(CAS)method is conducted，
o“01 that is．the flow and the structure equations arc
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treated separately，using synchronization procedure in

space and time．More details of the method are

described in the following sections

2．Solution methods

This loosely．coupled CAS method contains four

main modules，and their functions are respectively(1)
to simulate the flow and obtain the pressure

distribution on the surface of the solid portion by

using the Fluent。(2)to read the pressure file，then

output the iourrlal file of ANSYS by using the UDF’

(3)to run the ANSYS／ABAQUS to analyze the

deformation of the solid，and then OHtput the

displacement at the nodes on the solid portion，and(4)
to regenerate the mesh of the fluid portion following

the displacement of solid nodes by using the

moving—mesh function of Fluent，and then go back to

module 1．A flow diagram of the solution method iS

illustrated in Fig．1
L’1
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3．Applications

3．1 3一D elasticflag swings in the wind

3．1．1 Problem description

This example presents a coupling simulation

between ABp的us—and Fluent00-h]．"T矗elastic flag

hangs on the top part of the channels．The angle

between the normal of the flag and the normal of inlet

iS 200．The velocity of the wind iS 6 rn／s．The scale of

elastic flag iS specified in Fig．2．

Fig．2 Shape of flag

3．1．2 Solutions

The mesh of Fluent is generated by ICEM and it is

unstructured，which are illustrated in Figs．3 and 4．

Fig．3 Mesh of flag used by Fluent

Fig．4 Boundary of fluid zone

In the Fluent portion L1‘’1刘the flag surface is

specified as an adiabatic，moving，no．slip wall and the

location of the nodes of flag surface iS calculated by

ABAQUS，and then updated by the Fluent dynamic

mesh UDF．The front surface of channels iS set as the

velocity．inlet Boundary Condition饵C)，the back
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surface is set as the pressure-outlet BC，and the other

surfaces of channels are set as walls．The situation is

unsteady，and a segregated-implicit solver is used，
with the 0．00 1 s per time step．

Fig．5 Flag mesh of ABAQUS
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In the ABAQUS portion lJ4J．all degrees of the

upside of elastic flag are constrained．The nodes of

surface mesh of ABAQUS have the same location aS

that of Fluent，as shown in Fig．5．and the element

types are C3D8R．The ABAQUS solver iS specified as

explicit dynamic analysis，with geometry nonlinear

switch opened．Every analysis step restarts from the

result of pre-step．Surface node concentrated forces

are obtained from the results of Fluent．The materiaJ

property IS constant，is ， l ， ’_otropicand inear Young S

modulus iS 2 x 1 00 N／m2，Poisson’S ratio iS 0．45．and
the density iS 3000 kg／m’．The time step size iS set as

0．00 l S，the same as that of the fluid portion．
3．1．3 Results

The whole simulation process uses 0．38 S．the z

and Y coordinates of node(一0．030 0．005 0．0001

changing with the time，are recorded(as shown in

Figs．6 and 7)．The torsion mode of flag iS excited．The

largest flag deformation iS shown in Fig．8．

Fig．8 Largest deformation of flag

4．3·D wing deformation iU a subsonic flow

4．1 Problem description

This example㈦10J involves the sweep．back

wing shown in the Fig．9，the length of wing span iS

1．5 m，the root chord length iS lm and the tip chord

length is 0．6 m．The wing has a leading．edge sweep
angle of 400 with the NACA00 l 2 sections．A1l the

degrees of freedom of the root nodes are constrained．

Fig．9 Shape ofthe wing

4．2 Solutions

．In this example，the unstructured mesh generated

by ICEM is used，surrounded by a semi．cylinder

boundary，and the grid near the wing is refined．Them
are about 1 50 thousand tetrahedral cells of the whole

mesh and l 572 solid nodes 0n the wing surface，which
are illustrated in Fig．10．
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Fig．1 0 Mesh of the boundaries on the wing surface and

symmetry
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to check the frequency components of the CL and CD

data，and the frequency—amplitude obtained is shown

in Figs．14 and 15．

In the fluid portion[12,13 J．the wing surface iS

specified as an adiabatic，moving，no·slip wall，and

the velocities of the nodes are obtained from the result

of ANSYS．The surface with the root of the wing is

set as a symmetric one，and other outer surfaces

surrounding the酥d are set as the pressure far—field．

The Mach number ofthe far field iS 0．6．and the angle

of attack iS l 00．The unsteady．segregated—implicit

solver iS chosen as the numerical method．with a time

step size of 0．002 S．

The mesh for ANSYS iS the same as the surface

mesh of the wing in the fluid portion
L14J

using the

shell 63 elements．SO there iS no problem about

interpolating．The solver of the solid portion iS

specified as a transient dynamic analysis using the full

method．The material property iS constant，lsotroplc，

linear．Young’S modulus iS 1 2 GN／mL，Poisson’S ratio

iS 0．3．the density iS 3000 kedm’and the thickness iS

O．05 m．The time st印size iS set as 0．002 S，the same

as that for the fluid portion．

4．3 Results

With the time increasing．the wing vibrates in an

approximate period，changing the flow，meanwhile，

the lift and drag CBIWeS of the wing change，aS shown

inFigs．11 and 12．

4．4 Result analysis

It can be seen that the lift and drag data are made up

with several periodic elements of different frequencies，
which are on the basis of wing’S nature frequencies．

For the purpose of confirming the result，a modal

analysis iS taken by the use of ANSYS．the result of

which iS shown in Table 1．

The foregoing six modes are illustrated in Fig．1 3．

Considering that the lift coemcient(CL)and drag

coefficient(cD)data renect the holisti!三de!霉mation Fig．1l FIow streamlines and contours

of the wing，the Fast Fourier Transform(FFT)iS taken 一⋯～ ⋯
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Fig．12 CL and CD curves

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency

l 16．930

2 72．999

3 82．515

4 87．95l

5 162．74

6 189．88

7 191．92

8 256．84

9 268．47

10 278．36

l／HZ

Fig．14 Curve for frequency-amplitude ofCL

f／HZ

Fig．15 Curve for frequency—amplitude ofCD
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Fig．16 Partial enlargement ofFig．15

From the last figure，it gall be seen that the peak

frequencies correspond with the first order natural

frequency，the octave of that，the second and the third

order natural frequency．Figure 1 5 is zoomed in as

Fig．16．
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The frequencies of those small peaks correspond

with the fifth and sixth natural frequencies，but there

is no peak corresponding with the fourth natural

frequency，because the shape of the fourth order mode

has little influence on the vafiety of the CL and CD

data．which is shown in Fig．1 3．

5．Conclusion

This article provides an eriective new idea to

solve aeroelastic problem．in which the tools Fluent

and ABAOUS，ANSYS employed are both effective

and widely used CFD／CSD commercial software．The

results obtained also indicates that this coupling

method is very accurate and logical．which can be

used in engineering applications．Furthermore，this

method is a general way that can also be employed to

solve other kinds of fluid．structure interaction

problems．
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